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OIT Photo 14
The 2014 BA Photography graduate exhibition features the
photographic projects of fourteen final year students and
reflects a diverse range of approaches to contemporary
photography and the production of images, demonstrating
that where we stand, in terms of representation, is always
relational.
These photographers explore themes and issues of both
global and local resonance, some travelling long distances
to document particular phenomena, others locating
themselves close to home to document space and place,
the performance of cultural identity and processes of
memorialisation. Underpinning all work is an attentiveness
to how the photograph records varying states of absence
and presence, two registers on which the photographic
economy is based.
The 2014 BA Photography graduate exhibition















For further information visit:
http://www.ditphoto14.com
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From the series, A Projected Freedom

Phoebe Gill








From the series, Breathe
www.vincentgregan.com

